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Abstract. Sedna is the first inner Oort cloud object to be discovered. Its dynamical origin remains

unclear, and a possible mechanism is considered here. We investigate the parameter space of a hypothetical

solar companion which could adiabatically detach the perihelion of a Neptune-dominated TNO with a

Sedna-like semimajor axis. Demanding that the TNO�s maximum value of osculating perihelion exceed

Sedna�s observed value of 76 AU, we find that the companion�s mass and orbital parameters (mc, ac, qc,

Qc, ic) are restricted to

mc’5 MJ
Qc

7850 AU

qc
7850 AU

� �3=2

during the epoch of strongest perturbations. The ecliptic inclination of the companion should be in the

range 45�/ic/135
� if the TNO is to retain a small inclination while its perihelion is increased. We also

consider the circumstances where the minimum value of osculating perihelion would pass the object to the

dynamical dominance of Saturn and Jupiter, if allowed. It has previously been argued that an overpop-

ulated band of outer Oort cloud comets with an anomalous distribution of orbital elements could be

produced by a solar companion with present parameter values

mc � 5 MJ
9000 AU

ac

� �1=2

:

If the same hypothetical object is responsible for both observations, then it is likely recorded in the IRAS

and possibly the 2MASS databases.
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1. Introduction

Brown et al. (2004) have discovered the first inner Oort cloud object, Sedna
(2003 VB12) with a semimajor axis of a=489 AU. Morbidelli and Levison
(2004) consider various scenarios for a TNO origin of the detached orbit of
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Sedna-like objects (hereafter referred to as STNO). These outer STNO have
been described by Emel�yanenko et al. (2002) and could not have been put
into their present orbit by Neptune in its present orbit or by the galactic tide.
Gomes et al. (2005) discuss two resonant mechanisms for converting objects
in the scattered disk into high-perihelion (q>40 AU) scattered disk objects,
but they find that they cannot produce these detached objects with
a>260 AU. Morbidelli and Levison (2004) consider, and reject, three addi-
tional mechanisms, (i) the passage of Neptune through a high-eccentricity
stage, (ii) the past existence of massive planetary embryos in the Kuiper belt
or scattered disk, and (iii) the presence of a massive trans-Neptunian disk at
early epochs which exerted tides on scattered disk objects. The only options
which they find to give satisfactory results are the passage of a low-velocity
solar-mass star at about 800 AU during the early solar environment, or the
capture of extrasolar planetesimals from a low-mass star or brown dwarf
encountering the Sun. They observe that creating these ‘‘extended scattered
disk objects’’ (in which the largest orbits also have the largest perihelia)
requires a perturbation ‘‘from the outside’’, but do not discuss the possibility
that the external perturbation could come from a planetary-mass wide-binary
solar companion. We consider that option here. Our goal is to limit the
possible parameter space of a hypothetical solar companion which would be
capable of detaching the orbit of an STNO from the dominance of Neptune.
We further compare it to the parameter space of a hypothetical companion
that has previously been suggested by an analysis of an overpopulated band
of new Oort cloud comets with an anomalous distribution of orbital elements
(Matese et al., 1999; Matese and Lissauer, 2002). Section 2 describes the
dynamical analysis used. A discussion of some of the results is found in
Section 3. We give our conclusions and summarize in Section 4.

2. Analysis

Our approach is detailed in the Appendix. We consider the equations of
motion of the eccentricity vector and the angular momentum vector (see
Figure 1) of the STNO. The perturbations of the known planets (Mp, rp) and
a hypothetical wide-binary solar companion are included in a secularly
averaged manner, with possible resonances and impulsive interactions being
ignored. The companion interaction can then be characterized by only two
parameters, its ecliptic inclination ic and a dimensionless strength parameter,
cc, which is the ratio of the timescale for the adiabatic planetary perturba-
tions divided by the timescale for the companion perturbation

cc �
2mca

5

P
pðMprp2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qc3Qc

3
p

Sedna
���! mc

MJ

7850 AU

qc

7850 AU

Qc

� �3=2

: (2.1)
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In the secular approximation, the semimajor axis of the STNO is taken to be
constant at Sedna�s present value of a=489 AU and the remaining orbital
elements i, x, X and e are changed by the combined perturbations. We assume
that each possible progenitor orbit of the STNO was dominated by Neptune
with initial values q� ¼ 35 AU, i� ¼ 15�. Sedna�s present elements are
q=76 AUand i=11.9�. The remaining two initial elements of the token orbits,
X�;x�, are densely sampled over their ranges 0$ 360�. We then integrate the
equations over 4.6 Gy and record the maximum and minimum osculating
perihelion distance, qmax and qmin and also record the inclination, i at qmax.

3. Results

The orbital variations can be categorized depending on the answers to the
following questions: Does the maximum perihelion distance exceed the ob-
served value of Sedna? Does the minimum perihelion distance enter the
Saturn zone (where impulses can rapidly change the energy of the STNO)?
Does the ecliptic inclination get driven to large values when the perihelion
distance is increased beyond 76 AU? We choose a variety of companion
parameter sets, ic and cc, as well as initial STNO parameters, X� and x�,
to illustrate these three different characteristics of the osculating orbits.
Circumstances where the nonlinear equations exhibit chaotic behavior can
also be inferred.

np (ecliptic plane normal)

nc (companion plane normal)

h (Sedna angular momentum)

e (Sedna eccentricity)

(Sedna ascending node)

companion ascending node

ω

Ω

ic

i

Figure 1. Orientation definitions of the orbital vectors.
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3.1. EXAMPLES OF INDIVIDUAL CALCULATIONS

Some example calculations of the complete time dependence of the osculating
parameters are shown in Figures 2–4. In Figure 2, we compare two cases
where the initial STNO orbit is the same, the companion strength parameter,
cc, is the same, but the companion inclination, ic, is different. We reject both
of these possible detachment scenarios, but for different reasons. In Fig-
ure 2(left), the perihelion never detaches, while in Figure 2(right) it does
detach, but i is driven toward 90�.

Figure 3 contrasts two cases, again with identical initial STNO orbits, but
now we maintain the same ic and change cc. In Figure 3(left), the perihelion is
detached to just beyond 75 AU, while in Figure 3(right) it easily exceeds
Sedna�s present q. In both cases qmin remains beyond Neptune�s orbit, and i
remains small.

Finally, we show another pair of examples where only ic is changed. In
both cases acceptable values of qmax and qmin are obtained, but Figure 4(left)
shows a small i, while Figure 4(right) shows a large i.

In order to infer global implications about the phase space of a hypo-
thetical companion that could potentially produce an acceptable detached
STNO orbit (without producing large i or small qmin), we present the results
in a way that can be more readily synopsized.

3.2. OVERVIEW FOR SPECIFIC COMPANION PARAMETERS

Surface and/or contour graphs of qmax, qmin and iqmax
have been created for

many specific sets of companion parameters, ic, cc, distributed over all X�;x�.
In Figure 5, we show these for companion parameters ic = 90�, cc=10. We

0 t 4.6 Gy

15

35

75

100

0 t 4.6 Gy

15

35

75

100

Figure 2. Some example calculations of the STNO osculating perihelion distance, q (AU)
(dashed line) and inclination, i (�) (solid line). ic is the inclination of the companion orbit. cc is
the ratio of the timescale for planetary perturbations divided by the timescale for

companion perturbations. X� and x� are, respectively, the initial values of the STNO
longitude of ascending node and the STNO argument of perihelion. (left):
ic ¼ 60�; cc ¼ 10;X� ¼ 100�;x� ¼ 10�: (right): ic ¼ 30�; cc ¼ 10;X� ¼ 100�;x� ¼ 10�:
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see that there is a significant region of ( X�;x�) phase space where qmaxP
76 AU and iqmax

remains small. For this case, qmin>15 AU for all X�;x�.
Figure 6 shows results for ic = 30�, cc=10. We see here that there is no

region of X�;x� phase space where acceptable conditions for producing a
STNO occur. Several specific cases shown in Figures 2–4 can be found in the
synopsized Figures 5 and 6.

A common feature of all parameter sets is that qmax tends to depend
mainly on the sum ~x� � X� þ x� and peaks at ~x� � integer multiples of p
(for the orientation chosen in Figure 1). This is because of the small initial
STNO inclination, i� ¼ 15�.

4. Conclusions and Summary

We find that in the secular approximation, a solar companion strength
parameter cc/5 would not be able to detach a Sedna-like TNO to 76 AU,
independent of its inclination, ic, or of the initial STNO elements X�;x�. If
cc’5 there will always be some portion of the ( X�;x�) phase space where
detachment to qmax ‡ 76 AU can occur. However, if ic is too small we find
that detachment coincides with large STNO inclination, i. Summarizing,

0 t 4.6 Gy

15

35

75

0 t 4.6 Gy

15
35

75
100

200

Figure 3. As in Figure 2. (left): ic ¼ 60�; cc ¼ 5;X� ¼ 180�;x� ¼ 180�: (right): ic ¼ 60�;
cc ¼ 20;X� ¼ 180�;x� ¼ 180�:

0 t 4.6 Gy
15
35
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0 t 4.6 Gy
15
35

75
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Figure 4. As in Figure 2. (left): ic ¼ 90�; cc ¼ 10;X� ¼ 180�;x� ¼ 180�: (right): ic ¼ 30�;
cc ¼ 10;X� ¼ 180�;x� ¼ 180�:
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from Eq. (2.1) we see that the requirements for a hypothetical wide-binary
solar companion to produce a STNO are

mc’5 MJ
Qc

7850 AU

qc
7850 AU

� �3=2

; (4.1)

with ic � 90� � 45�, during the epoch when cc was largest. Although Eq. (4.1)
is scaled to MJ, we note that a Neptunian-mass companion at orbit distances
/2000 AU could also detach a STNO and produce Sedna.

The above limits have largely been confirmed in a more precise dynamical
simulation which includes the hypothetical companion and the giant planets
as particles and numerically integrates perturbations on a sampling that is
based on the real population of scattered disk objects (Gomes et al., 2006). A
substantive difference is that they find that Neptune provides an efficient

Figure 5. Summarizing results for companion parameters ic=90�, cc=10, over all initial
STNO parameters X�;x�. (upper left): surface plot of qmax. (lower left): contour plot with the

region qmax<76 AU shown in black. (upper right): contour plot of iqmax
with the region <10�

shown in black and the region >15� shown in white. (lower right): contour plot of qmin with
the region 15AU<qmin<18 AU shown in black and qmin‡ 35 AU shown in white.
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mechanism for slowly pumping up a STNO semimajor axis if the companion
reduces q and re-attaches the perihelion to Neptune dominance. However,
the timescale for companion-induced detachment is typically shorter than the
timescale for energy pumping by Neptune when cc’5.

A similar analysis has been performed for 2000 CR105 which has
a=221 AU and q=44 AU. We find that in this case detaching 2000 CR105

requires a much closer companion,

mc’5 MJ
Qc

4250 AU

qc
4250 AU

� �3=2

; (4.2)

with ic � 90� � 60�. It is more likely that the explanation for detaching ob-
jects such as 2000 CR105 lies in a resonant interaction (Gomes et al., 2005).

Figure 6. Summarizing results for companion parameters ic=30�, cc=10, over all initial
STNO parameters X�;x�. (upper left): surface plot of qmax. (lower left): contour plot with the
region qmax<76 AU shown in black. (upper right): contour plot of iqmax

with the region <30�
shown in black. (lower right): contour plot of qmin with the region qmin<10 AU shown in black
and qmin ‡ 35 AU shown in white.
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These results can be compared to the claim (Matese et al., 1999; Matese
and Lissauer, 2002) that a concentration of observed outer Oort cloud
cometary perihelia having an anomalous distribution of orbital elements
could be due to a wide-binary companion with present parameters satisfying
(to within a factor of 2)

mc � 5 MJ
9000 AU

ac

� �1=2

: (4.3)

The observational absence of a similar anomalous population of inner
Oort cloud comets implies that any proposed companion presently in the
inner Oort cloud region would have largely cleared out the inner Oort cloud
phase space accessible to its impulses during the Solar System lifetime.
Galactic tides and weak stellar impulses tend to randomize the outer Oort
cloud phase space over timescales that are short compared to the depletion
timescale of the hypothetical companion.

In Figure 7, we graphically show these parameter ranges. Also shown are
the limits for J-band (�1.2 lm) observability in the 2MASS database and for
unconfused sky observability in the IRAS 12 lm band (Burrows et al., 2003).
A solar companion capable of both detaching Sedna and creating the Oort
cloud anomaly would likely have been seen in the IRAS survey. Even if the
hypothetical object has been recorded in these databases, it is unlikely to have
been perceived as a solar companion.

5000 10000 15000

ac(AU)

0

5

10

15

mc (MJ)
range from Sedna analysis

2MASS

range

IRAS range

band from Oort analysis

Figure 7. Assuming ec=0.5, we show the parameter ranges mc, ac where a solar companion

could (i) detach and create a STNO during the epoch when cc was largest, (ii) produce the
anomalous concentration of outer Oort cloud comets with the present epoch parameters and,
(iii) be observed in the 2MASS and IRAS databases if, at present, rc=ac. Similar curves obtain

for other values of ec.
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The recent discovery of the 2MASS binary 2M1207a,b (Chauvin et al.,
2004) in which a 5 MJ companion is separated by 55 AU from a brown dwarf
suggests that wide-binary stellar companions of mass �5 MJ may not be
unusual. The same group has found that AB Pictoris has a �13–14 MJ

companion separated by �270 AU. A Jupiter mass or larger object on a
highly inclined orbit in the inner Oort cloud would most likely have formed
as a small, distant binary-star like companion, e.g., by fragmentation during
collapse or capture. We conclude that a model of a hypothetical wide-binary
solar companion of mass �3–10 MJ orbiting at distances of �10,000 AU is
no less cosmogonically plausible than is the stellar impulse scenario.
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Appendix A: Dynamics

We approximate the companion orbit as an invariant ellipse of mass and
orbital parameters mc, ac, qc, Qc, ic having orbit normal n̂c. The heliocentric
companion position is denoted by rc while the heliocentric Sedna position is
r. The barycentric solar location is

r� ¼ �
mc

M� þ
P

p Mp þmc
rc � �

mc

M� þmc
rc: (A1)

Newton�s equations of motion for the STNO are then

€r ¼ �€r� þ g� þ
X
p

gp þ gc; (A2)

where g�;p;c are the gravitational fields at the STNO�s location due to the Sun,
the planets and the companion, respectively.

Further, we approximate the planetary perturbations by treating the
planets as circular rings. In the limits rp> r > rc, we expand both the
planetary and companion interactions. Thus

g� ¼ rr

l�
r

� �
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gp � rr

lp

r
þ

lprp
2 r2 � 3 r � n̂p

� �2� �
4r5

0
@

1
A (A3)

gc ¼ rr

lc

jr� rcj

� �
� rr

lc 2rc � rr2c þ 3ðrc � rÞ2 � r2r2c

� �
2r5c

0
@

1
A:

Combining these results, we obtain

€r�rrc

lc

rc

� �
þrr

l�
r
þ
I p r2�3 r�n̂p

� �2� �
4r5

þ
lc 2rc �rr2cþ3 rc �rð Þ2�r2r2c
� �

2r5c

0
@

1
A

¼rr

l�
r
þ
I p r2�3ðr�n̂pÞ2
� �

4r5
þ

lc 3ðrc �rÞ2�r2r2c
� �

2r5c

0
@

1
A�a0þapþac;

(A4)

where I p �
P

p lpr
2
p and l� � l� þ

P
p lp.

We then construct the equations of motion for the scaled angular
momentum vector and the eccentricity vector,

h � r� _rffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l�a
p ; e � _r� hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

l�=a
p � r̂; (A5)

which yields:

_h ¼ r� ðap þ acÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l�a
p ; _e ¼

ðap þ acÞ � hþ _r� _h
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l�=a

p : (A6)

Expressing the positions of the STNO and the companion in vector form

r ¼ að1� e2Þ
1þ e cos f

ê cos fþ ðĥ� êÞ sin f
� �

; (A7)

rc ¼
acð1� e2cÞ
1þ ec cos fc

êc cos fc þ ðn̂c � êcÞ sin fcð Þ; (A8)

we sequentially perform secular averages over the short (STNO) orbital
period and the long (companion) orbital period to obtain:
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h _hi ¼ 2ðn̂p � hÞn̂p � h

h5sp
þ 5ðn̂c � eÞn̂c � e� ðn̂c � hÞn̂c � h

sc

h_ei ¼ ðh
2 � 3ðn̂p � hÞ2Þh� e� 2ðn̂p � hÞðn̂p � ðh� eÞÞh

h7sp
þ

þ h� eþ 4ðn̂c � eÞn̂c � hþ ðn̂c � ðh� eÞÞn̂c
sc

; ðA10Þ

where

1

sp
� 3I p

8
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l�a7

p
Sedna
���! 1

10 Gy
and

1

sc
� 3mc

4M�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l�a3

q3cQ
3
c

s
� cc

sp
: (A11)

These analytic forms are obtained using Mathematica (Wolfram Research,
2003)).

We see in Eq. (A9) that the secular planetary interaction produces orbit
normal precession around n̂p, while a similar term in the secular companion
interaction produces orbit normal precession around n̂c. It is the term
/ ðn̂c � eÞn̂c � e that dominates the nutation of h and the changes in perihe-
lion distances for large-eccentricity STNO. The analysis reproduces a well-
known result: In the secular approximation, planetary perturbations alone do
not change e (Goldreich, 1965).

The secularly averaged equations depend on the companion elements
through the quantities n̂c and sc. There are several symmetries evident in the
equations, such as their invariance when n̂c ! �n̂c, i.e., ic fi p )ic, and their
independence of the companion perihelion direction, êc.

Orienting our axes as shown in Figure 1, we see that the companion can
be characterized by two parameters, cc and ic, assumed to be constant here.
Of course a wide-binary companion orbit is subject to perturbations from
passing stars and the galactic tide. Therefore, these parameters essentially
describe the epoch when companion interactions with the STNO are stron-
gest, i.e., when cc is largest. The galactic tide will change ec and ic, but
changes are small for ac/ 10,000 AU. Osculations proceed through ’ one
half-cycle in 4.6 Gy when ac’20,000 AU.

The STNO orbit is characterized by a secularly constant semimajor axis,
a, and four variable elements i, x, X and e. The six coupled equations for the
components of e and h are restricted by the two conserved quantities, hÆe=0
and h2+e2=1, which serve as checks on our numerical solutions.
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